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CHAPTER I

EiTRODUCTIOK

Speculation and research aboiind on the questions of what

characteristics of the tht^rapist make for successful psychotherapy

and what procedxires constitute the therapeutic process. Shafer and

Lazarus (19^2, p. 306) attempt to define the basic function of the

therapist by writing that, "The therapeutic sitxiation must revolve

about and be dependent upon what the patient has to say. The

success of the treatment depends upon understanding the p^-tient, and

xinderstanding cannot be accomplished unless the patient talks. The

technique of getting the patient to talk and to continue to talk must

be the real core of treatment." The present study uses this statonent

as a premise and attempts to go on from that point to an inquiry into

hov this talking behavior is facilitated.

This research attempts partially to answer the questions

posed by Krasner (1955) • In his attonpt to outline the major aspects

of psychotherapy amenable to controlled experimentation he asks, "lilhat

aspect of the therapist's behavior can be isolated and used as a stim-

ulus in the control of the patient's behavior? In essence, the question

is, what are the basic irreducible elements of an interpersonal sittiation

which must exist in order to term the sitiiation a psychotherapeutic one?"
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To theae queetions Krawi«r responds bgr writing.

First of all, we must start ifdth the fact that the therapist

is physically present with the patient. In all psychothera-

pies, the therapist, if only by his presence in the seme room,

indicated that he is interested in the patient and pays at-

tention to the behavior of the patient. It sounds like the

slBqplest and iK>st axi3Dra»tic thing to say about ps^ chotherapy,

but xt would seem reasosiable to eLSSuaus that the factor of tjbe

therapist listening, paving att«ition, showing scaue interest,

is a basic and indispensable variable of the therapeutic

situation. The therapist focuses more attention on those

aspects of the patient's verbal emissions vMch his particular

orientation calls for, but in any case he displays a general-

ised form of behavior cues which we may label as "attention."

These b^hiavior cues may consist of looking at the patient's

fene, «niling, writing, nodding of the head, picking yxp or
puoting dowi a pen, seeing "ima hum" or, most catooon of all,

using ovejrt speech. It would certainly seem that these cues

hare sens effect on the patient's behavior, more specifically
his rate of verbalizing and the typt of material he verbalizes.

It is to this question of the influence of the gross physical presence

of the therapist, that the present stu^y is addressed. We propose to

introduce degrees of ptiysical presence of an interviewer as ?n inde-

pendent variable, to determine idiether it has any effect on measurable

aspects of a subject's talking b^avior. It is felt that this is of

importance because this supposition of therapist presence and attention

oimstitutes an underljring, and often unexpressed premise of most of the

research alread:^ done (Xi the therapist, his personality, and his modes

of functioning in the therapy situation. To some of this earlier lit-

erature we must now t\im.

Therapist personality

A number of studies bear on the personality of the therapist in

relation to therapeutic eonpetenee. They attaint to demonstrate that per-

sonality factors affect the proficiency of the psychotherapist. Whithorn

and Beta (1954), used patient Improvement rate as the criterion for rating
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competence. These ratings were based on therapy with schizophrenic

patients. All therapists achieving sixty-eight percent or better

improvement rates were designated ''A" therapists iiriiile those not

attaining this level of improvement were designated "B" therapists.

Irihen a detailed analysis of case records was performed it was foirnd

that "A" therapists tended to select personality oriented rather

than psychopathology oriented goals in treatment, th:^.t they had

greater facility in grasping personal meanings and motivations of

the patient's behavior, and that they esqpressed attitudes freely on

problems and set limits. When the Sti*ong Vocational Interest In-

ventory was administered it was found that therapists in the "A"

group showed interest in the categories of Lawyer and CPA, idiils "B"

group therapists had interests like those of Printer and Mathematical

Physical Science Teacher. This would suggest that the therapist's

interests play an important role in his competence in the therapeutic

setting. It is further suggested that the differences in interest

between the two groups of therapists significantly affected the in-

terchange between the therapist and his patients.

Knupfer, Jackson, and Krieger (1957) examined the relation-

ship between personality characteristics of forty psychiatric residents

and ratings of competence. A rating of therapeutic competence was made

on each resident by three supervisors. Subjects were divided into high

and low on this rating and each subject gave a self-description by Q-

sort. Some of the characteristics of those rated high in therapeutio

cooipetence were:

1. Expresses hostility directly.

2. Sarcastic and cynical.
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3> PUvihes limits. Sees uhat hd can get away irith.

4« Has a rapid personal tesipo. Thinks and acts rapidly.

5' Hi^ Level of aspiration.

6. Seeks out opposite sex.

7* Able to sense other's feelings.

8. Able to convey personal feelings and thoughts.

Those lAo were rated low in therapeutic competence had the following

characteristics

:

1. Behaves in an indulgent and forgiving way.

2. Is suggestible. Overly responsive tc other people's
evaluation rath«r than his own.

3. Has a brittle ego defense. Small margin of Intergration.

Parloff (1956) used tino "e3q)ert' therapists who treated the

same patients at different times. Based on colleagues' ratings of

quality of social relationships established by these eatperts id.th

their peers, and judges' ratings of relationship established between

therapist and patients it was fotind that the therapist >dio was able to

establish the better therapeutic relationships had also established

the better social relationships. Moreover, the therapist vho perceived

a patient as approjdjaating his Ideal Patient concept more closely

created the better relationship with that patient.

It was foiand by Bandura (19$6) that anxious therapists were

rated as less cciqjetent than therapists i*o were low in anxiety. The

results were interpreted as indicating that the presence of anxiety in

the therapist, idiether recognized or not, affects his ability to do

successful p^chotherapy and that insight ijnto his anxieties alone is

not sufficient.

Hiler (1958) studied whether therapists differ with respect
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to the type of patients iyWiding to remain in treatment or break off

prematiirely. He also investigated what characteristics of the

therapists may be responsible for the differences in t,heir patients'

reaction to them. He fovind that:

1. Therapists in general differ in regard to tha type of
patients who continue or discontinue treatment with them.

2. Whether the th>iri;pist is a psychiatrist, clinical
psychologist, or psycliiatric social worker ssen^ ui.related to the
type of patients who contir.ue or discontinue treatment.

3. Whether the therapist was male or feiriale did make a
difference. 1:-o iemale therapists tended to lose slightly more of
the productive patients than did the male therapists.

4. Therapist-s ret 'd as warm and friendly were able to
keep in treaunent a larger percentage of unproductive patients than
therapists rated as least warm and friwidly.

5. Therapists rated as most competent ?.t analytically
orientea therapy tended to lose fewer productive patients than
therapists rated as least competent.

On the basis of a series of studies Snyder (1953) listed

a number of therapist variables ^ich seem to affect the patient-

doctor relationship. Among these personality characteristics are

self-insight, insight into others, adaptability, and emotional

control.

Goldman-Eisler (1952) investigated individuaQ. differences

between interviewers (three senior psychiatrists) and the effects of

these differences on the interaction patterns of patient-interviewer.

Each of her interviewers used his own pattern of interviewing. She

found that each of the three psychiatrists had his own individual

interaction pattern regardless of the type of patient he was inter-

viewing (depressed versus active patients). It was fvurther found that

the three therapists influenced the interaction patterns of the same

ten patients in different ways such that depressed patients talked more
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with on0 therapist than with another, ^Ale theae aame therapists

had opposite effects on talkative patients.

Luborsky, Holt, and Morrow (1950) found that of 247

psychiatrists in training, those who were rated as the better

therapists established better relationships with their supervisors

and their fellow residents.

In a follow-up study Diborsky (1952) noted that, of these

aame 247 psychiatrists, the therapists who were subsequently rated

as most competent were the ones who had also established the better

relationships with ward personnel and witii research project staff.

It was noted th^t the ratings of personal liking for the therapist

hy the research staff were better predictors of the doctor's com-

petence as a therapist than were the other measures used.

In summary, a considerable body of literature exists to

•how that interviewer personality factors affect the process and out-

come of psychotherapy. These studies do not reveal, however, any of

the interpersonal communication processes whereby the subject is

stimulated by the therapist's personality and responds accordingly.

It is the purpose of the present study to partially study this

dimension.

Training and e3cpBH«mr.«>

The training and experience of the psychotherapist as it

related to therapeuUc efficiency has also attracted considerable

research attention. Fiedler (1949, 1951) found that e:q>erts estab-

lished better relationships tJian their non«q«rt colleagues. More-
over the description of the relationships made by exports of one

school more closely approxiinated those made by experts of other
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•ohools than they rasembled relationshipa as described by nomeo^erts

of the same sc^.o^l. In each of the factor analyses performed on the

descriptions in the later stxidy, one factor or pair of correlated

factors was foui.d i&ich clearly differentiated eaqperts from nonexperts

regardless of school. These factors were related to the therapist's

ability to coBBDunicate with and understand the patient^ and to his

security and his emotional distance to the patient. No factors were

found which clearly separate therapists of one school from those of

another. Fiedler concluded from his data that the hypothesis of his

series of investigations, that the nature of the therapeutic relation-

ship is a function of expertness rather than school, was supported.

In another study of the sane series Fiedler (1950) found

that experienced therapists of markedly divergent orientations (psy-

choanalytic, non-directivs, and Adlerian) were closer to one another

in treatment operations than were the novices and the exports of a

h<Haogeneo\is theoretical persuasion.

Strupp (1935a), addressing hijnself to the question of the

«Qcuii.ence of systematic differ«ices in technique attributable to pro-

fessional affiliation and level of eoq^erience found:

1. The response profiles (xising Bales' interactiwi process

analysis, 1950) of the three professional groups of psychiatry, psy-

chology, and psychiatric social work display a considerable degree of

similarity.

2. Experienced psychiatrists and psychologists give:

(a) a larger number of interpretive responses,

(b) inejqperienced psychiat.'ists show a preference for exploratory

responses, and
(c) experienced psychiatrists use more passive rejections.

In a study by Strupp (1955b) the effect of the therapist's

personal analysis with reference to a series of patient communications
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and to: (a) suicidal threats, (b) transparence reactions, and (c)

schizoid procucoisns was examined. Therapeutic responses i«ere secured

from twenty-five psychiatrists, sev«i psychologists, and nine psy-

ciatric social workers of varying degrees of professional experience,

by presenting a series of twenty-seven pati«it statements extracted

from actual therapeutic interviews, ^thin the limitaticais of the

studjr it was found that personal snalysis had a dooionstrable effect

on the therapist's verbal behavior. It was also shown that this

effect was indepoident of the ther&pist's level of experience.

Ixi a later study Strupp (195&) found that the clinical

evaluations of psychiatrists were similar to those of psycholo^sts

of comparable experience despite marked intragroup differences. In

some respects psychologists as a group appeared to be more passively

expectant in their therapeutic approach than psychiatzdsts. Jn^x-

perienced therapists In both groups, however, tended to be warmer

in their conDunications to the patient. A series of related «x-

perim«its by Strupp has been reported by him in his chapter in

££i.ciirach (1962). In general, the resiilts showed scsoe differences

between groups of differing professional affiliation, but ttiese

differences were not as great as ohe differ«ices between experienced

and nonexperienced therapists of the seme profession, nor did the

differences outweigh the similarities between practiced therapists

of different orientations*

In an experiment by Lakin and Lebovitz (1958) seventeen

psychotherapists of three different orientations free sa-iociated to

the question, "As a psychotherapist, how would you think of this

person?" tdien giv«i only minimal identifying Information of a patient.
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Vlrtoally all of the therapists, regardless of school affiliation,

evaluated the patient similarly in tenas of potential for recovery.

Beiyond this general agreeoient background factors unique to each

orientation appeared to detendne o^jhasis as well as mode of

approach.

Ashbgr, Ford, and Guemej (19^7) studied the effects on

clients of a reflective and a leading type of psychoUierapy. They

sunanarized their restilts thiisly:

1. The view that a leading and a reflective type of
therapy produce different effects on clients was slightly supported.

2. The view that pretherapy characteristics of clients
relate differentially to client reactions to therapy in z>eflective
and leading types of therapy was partially supported.

3. The view that individual therapists create different
effects on their clients independent of the type of therapy givofi

was partially supported.

U' The view that selected therapist characteristics are
related to the kinds of relationships established, the amount of
defensive or guarded verbal behavior elicited from clients, and the
anount of change in adjustaient produced in clients was not supported.

5. The view that the interaction of the therapist as an
individual and the type of therapgr he is aoq>loying effects clients
was partially supported.

Fey (1956) examined the extent to \Ailch differences in

doctrine and in experience tend to be reflected in the behavior of

psychotherapists. The primary data consisted of therapists' reports

of their handling of issues often arising in treatment. The respondents

were Rogerians, analysts, young eclectics, and older eclectics. Corre-

lations among therapists indicated greatest homogeniety among the

Rogerians, least among the analysts. Comparisons of the responses

typical for each group sxiggested that the analysts and young er^Iectics

resead>led each other most itfiile older eclectics and Rogerians were
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least alike.

In a questionnaire survey of British psychoanalysts,

(Slover (1955) demonstrated that the practice of a relatively homo-

geneous group of therapists coTild by no means be considered oquiv-

ftlent.

In general, the studies on the effect of the interviewer's

professional affiliation and training on patient's behavior have

shown that the esqperienced iirberviewsr of one discipline bears r

greater sieiiltrity in his behavior to e:q)erienced interviewers of

another discipline than he does to less eaqperieneed intearvlewers of

his own discipline. ItdLs would suggest that experience itself yields

to the interviewer scxne as yet undetermined characteristic that

facilitates the interpersonal relationship. We are th\is led to be-

lieve that the physical presence and attention of the interviewer

is not the basic variable of psychotherapy as Krasner (1955) suggested,

but rather an ancillary one.

Therapist appearance

Little research has been done in Uie area of the effect of

the therapist's physical appearance upon the therapeutic relationship.

One notable exception is the study by Robinson and Rohde (1946). In

this study four interviewer groups weare used: (a) Jewish appearing,

(b) non-Jewish appearing, (c) Jewish appearing who introduced thanw

selves with Jewish, naiaes, and (d) non-Jeid.sh appearing lAio introduced

thans^lves with non-Jewish names. The subjects were asked the follow*-

ing two questions: (a) "Do you think there are too many Jews holding

government offices and jobs?" and (b) "Do you think the Jews have too

much power?" The frequency of anti-Semitic responses on both questions
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was greatest iiAiere the intervleMer did not appear to be Jewish. As

the Jewish identiTication increased there occurred a decrease in

the frequency o£ anti-Semitic responses.

Relation of previous work to present study

We have thxis far seen that the therapist's personality,

e^qperisnce, professional affiliation, and appearance can and may

influence the behavior of the patient in therapy. These are aspects

of the therapist idiich are at least partially out of his own control.

There are two prime ways that have been \ised ^storically in psycho-

therapy to minimise the effect of these otherwise uncontrolled

variables. In the Freudian psychoanalytic situation the therapist

does not sit in view of the patient and thus provides less infor*

oatlon to the patient about his personality and appearance. The

same effect is achieved by Karpaan in his use of written zaaterial.

Karpouai asks the patient, after a few preliinlnary interviews, to

answer a series of questloiis taken from his own autobiograi^. These

answers are suhnitted in writing and idien th«y have been received the

therapist prepares a typed maBorandum for the patient. This exchange

constitutes the major poz^ion of the therapeutic situation. Incorpo-

rated in this therapy procedure is the use of bibliotherapy in which

the patient's attention is further focused on written material rather

than an interpersonal relationship.

In the lif^t of Krasner's (1955) statement on the funda-

mental ijnportance of a physically present, attentive, listening

therapist it would appear that both Freud and Karpman have ne ated

the basic foundation of psychotherapy, the interpersonal relationship.
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There is research, however, tliat would tend to support the technique

of encoviraging physical and social distance between therapist and

patient. Ellis (1948) studied the love relationships of female

college students by personal interview followed by questiOTnaires

filled out one year later by the same students. In general, the

subjects eodiibited less favorable (that is, less acceptable in our

society) response patterns on the q^stionnaire than in the inter-

view. Of the sixty-nine subjects, fifty-three gave on the lAole

less favorable questionnaire than interview responses, ei|^t about

the same, and only eight more favorable responses.

Further evidence tending to confirm Ellie' general findings

was found in & study by Metsner and Mann (1952). Anonymous question-

naires, group administered, covering the area of satisfaction with

job and supervisor were obtained from workers in a utility eonfany.

Personal intervieifs with 328 of these respondents were conducted at

a later date, using two <j. istlona that were similar to the original

wordings in the questionnaire, but not identical. Ccmparison of the

results revealed a general tendency among workers to report less dis-

satisfaction in the personal interview. !!he change in procedure had

a differentially greats: effect on blue-collar woricers than on vdiite-

collar workers. These differential effects supix)rted the notion that

the anonymity of the self-administered questionnaire permits greater

expression of unsanctioned attitudes, since the blue-collar workers

in general were fovuid to be less satisfied with their work.

Lazarsfield and Fransen (1945) summarized their research on

the differential eifects of face-to-faee interviewing versus question-

naire interviewing with the statement that, "These findings substantiate
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sever&l clalma that ar« iisu&lly made for mail answera: (a) biaa

that comes £rosa. the respondent's desire to iii^jress or conceal from

the interviewer is eliminated, (b) ansirars to personal questions are

more frequently giT«i in an anonymous mail reply, and (c) a mail

reply is filled out in leisure and thtis produces a more thoughtful

answer."

While pertinent to tiie present study in terms of the li^t

it shed upon the effect of the presence of an interviewer on tl.o

quantity and quality of infonaation jrielded in an interview, the

extent to nhich questionnaire research can be generalised to the

psychotherapeutic sittiation is unknowi. More closely approximating

the actual therapy situation is Colby's (I960) research. In his

study normal male subjects were asked to free associate for a series

of half hour pez'iods. During some of these periods a silent observer

was present and In iiie remainder of the periods the subject was alone.

Colby's data suggested tii-it productivity was significantly increased

by the presence of the silent « non-interactirig observer.

Martin, Lan4y, and Lewin (I960) placed their subjects into

three experimental therapy situations, niese sitviations were: (a)

talking to a tape recorder, (b) talking to a therapist lAvo would

respond on a non-vwrbal level only, and (e) a regular therapeutic

situation, nondirectively ori«ited. The degree of manifest (as

measured by CSSR) and reported anxiety was obtained as well as ratings

concerning the patient's tendency to approach meaningful areas of

discussion and amount of associated affect. Over a period of five

half-4iour sessions the "regular" group showed a tendency to ai^)roaoh

more affectively laden content and to experience more anxiety during
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th« initial approach, but shoved overall anxiety reduction. Thu»,

these experimenters concluded that meaningfulneae of the material

dealt with has a direct relationship to therapist involvement.

The present research proposes to investigate the inter-

viewer variable, in texms of de^jree of physical presence with the

interviewer, and shall utilize the patient's verbal behavior as ths

dependent variable. It has been su^ested, from previous literatiure,

that the mere presence of an fjnterviewer would tend to increase pro-

ductivity (Collqr, i960). This woxild be in accord with Krasner's

(1955) notion, as cited earlier, that therapist physical presence

and attention are the basic elements of psychotherapy. It is

questionable, however, whether increase in verbal productivity re-

flects true self-revealing behavior as su ©sted by Martin, Lundy,

and lewin (I960), or rather Just an increase in verbal productivity

devoid of meaning. It has been noted above, for example, that

questionnaire techniques in n*iich the questioner is not present

resulted in answers >*iich at least superficially, would appear more

self-revealing

.

The hjrpotheses to be tested in this study may be sumraariaod

as follows:

1. The degree of presence of an interviewer will have a
significant effect upon the amovint of veriwliaation elicited frau
the subject, with greater presence yielding more verbal responsive-
ness on the part of the subject.

2. The degree of physical presence of an interviewer will
have a significant effect on the amount of self-revealing vei^bal
behavior the subject will yield. It is predicted that the greater
the presence the more self-evaluating behavior will be forthcoming
from the subject.

Meastirement of verbal behavior

The most striking feature of rec«it research in psJfchothera^,
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is the variety of techniques now available for conducting such

studies. Matarazso has pioneered the zaethods by iiAiich Uie inde-

pendent variable, therapist or interviewer behavior, can be con-

trolled experimentally. In his research Matarazzo carefuUy

stractured the experimenter-therapist's reaction times, interruption

or non-interruption behavior, duration of verbalizations, and fre-

quency and duration of silences so as to stuc^ the effect that

various pattemiogs of therapist behavior, on a time dimension, have

upon patient behavior in that same dimension. His use of Chappie's

Interaction Chronograph provides a useful and objective tool for

measuring behavior change in the therapy situation. For a more de-

tailed report of Mataraszo's work the reader is referred to llat^jrazzc ' s

chapter in Ba(Airach (1962).

Goldman-Eisler (1952) used much the same dependent variable

as does Matarazzo. She found that interviewers with different action-

silenoe patterns effecteu differentially the aotion-siloice patterns

of their subjects. Others who have iised action-silence as the de-

pendent variable in psychotherapy research have been liaclay and Osgood

(1959) and Tiianona, Eickard, and Taylor (I960).

Lorana and Cobb (1952, 1953, 1954), as well as other re-

searchers, have used grammatical distribution end word frequency of

patient and normal groups, as a dependent variable. Comparison of

patient with control language patterns indicated that there were

statistically significant differences, vMch could be Jiistified on the

basis of pathology, between the normal controls and the patients.
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Jaffe (1958) analyzed intervieir material by using niiiat

he called a l^e-Token Ratio (TTR). The ratio was obtained by

con^jaring the nvnaber of different words with the total nvimber of

words in blocks of fifty words. The value of such a method Hes

in its cBophasls upon redundancy on the part of the interviewee

which was considered a negative measure of the amount of new and

differ«it information that is being imparted in the fifty word in-

terval. Thus, if a person were to say only one word over and over

he would obtain & TTR of 1/50, tdiereaa a person who never used the

same word twice in a fifty word block would have a TTR of 50/50.

This procedure avoided the difficulty that Kanfer (1959) faced

while using as his data words per minute. In this case, if a sub-

ject rapidly repeated a single word his score, idtich was intended

to d«note rate of infoimiation flow, might be hi^er than somebody's

\tho spoke slowly, to the point, and was quite self-revealing.

Larger elements than the single word have as well been

used in content analyses of interview behavior. Lannard and Bernstein

(i960) used propositions as their basic element. They used this unit

making the assim^tion that a long statement (one containing many

propositions) contained more infozmation than a short statement (con-

taining one or only a few propositions). Colby (19fc 9 preferred the

sentence, which he called "a single, minimwa, free utterance" as the

basic unit In his research.

Bales (1950) introduced a coding method which essentially

broke down the dimension of cooperation-resistance into twelve

separate categories coJ^i*esponding to a like number of degrees of

cooperativeness. Another method for categorizuation of verbal exchange
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vas that proposed by Coffey, Freedman, Leary, and Ossorio (1950)

and elaborated by Freedman, Leary, Ossorio, and Coffey (1951). In

this system there are sixteen scoring categories in nihich behavior

nay be represented. These categories were designed so as to give a

graded representation of all possible aspects of interpersonal ex-

change.

Heyns (1948) presented another sehena for the study of

verbal content in interpersonal Interaction. Primarily concerr.^d

%dth group problem solving behavior he defined twelve separate cate-

gories such as "goal setting", "problom proposals", and "infomation

seeking" to indicate all the possible activities the Bembers of a

problflu solving group might engage in during their interaction with

one another. An approach emphasizing the motivational component of

Interpersonal behavior was presented by Steinsor (1949)* His final

system consisted of two category sets. The major one is comprised of

eighteen categories and one residual category. Categories such as

"activate and originate", structure and delimit", "diagnose by

labeling' , were focused on the Intent of the actor, ignoring the

motivational consequences of the act in the other moobers of the group.

Murray (1956) devised a method which encompassed nineteen

categories for interviewee's content and ten for the interviewer.

Porter (1943, 1943a) concerned himself with classification of the

interviewer's responses. Concerned with client-centered therapy, his

classification system emphasized the degree of responsibility >*iich

was asstmied by the therapist. Snyder (1945) used a modification of

Porter's categories to designate the techniques used by the interviewer
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in a non-directive therapy setting. Some of his categories were

"restating content' , "clarifying feeling", "interpreting' , "structur-

ing", end 'leading' . Snyder was concerned, as well, with the client's

responses and vised a separate classification for these responses

which included saich behaviors as simple responses, planning, and in-

sight. A classification system developed by Cia^ran (1945) used aa a.

measure of insight the relating of two previously \airelated problems

by the client. Curran's clagsification systaa is of note in t^iat he

attempted to indicate not <Mily that the interviewee was discussing a

problao, but an attesoapt was also made to indicate the general nature

of that problem.

Dollard and Mowrer (1947) created a codification- system

based on the theoretical tenets of learning theory. Their discomfort-

relief quotient (D.R.Q.) was obtained by taking the ratio of the nnm-

ber of discomfort and x»elief words. These authors applied the D.R.Q.

to larger units than words aa well, such as sentences or "thou^t

units". Ralfflgr (1948) presanted a similar sysjteoi to the D.R.Q. with

his positive-negative-ambivalent <potient (PNAvQ). It differs from

Dollard and Ifowrer's system only in that it eonoems itself solely

with the client's self-referring ccraments and not to everything he

says as does the D.R.Q.

Fisher (1956) created a system similar to that of J&trray

(1956) in T&ich Iiis main concerns were with depth of interpretation

and plausibility of iiiterpretation. Weeks (1957) reported a study in

lAich each client's reevjonses were rated on a five point scale of eac-

pressed affect. Strupp (1957) presented a method of analysis of

interview material with special emphasis on the activity of the
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thera|d.at. Eacl. of the therapiet's coanments are viewed from five

different vantange points: (a) the kind of technique employed by

the therapist, (b) the antount of inference ezoployed by the thera-

pist in his conments to the patient, (c) the focus of the thera-

peutic interrelations, (d) the degree of initiative aasucied by the

therapist, and (e) the waxmth versus coldness in the attitude of

the therapist. More cooqprehensive listing and description of coding

schemes are siimmarized In an article by Strupp in Bachrach (I962),

the Handbook of Social Psychology (IkLndzey, 1954) and Auld and

Murray (1955).

In general, the attviqjts to quantify verbal aatarial have

all attempted to cope with the two problens of reliability cuid

validity in different mys. Gn the one hand i«e find the studies that

disregard content and neasure such aspects of verbal behavior as

duration or frequency. Tnis was usually done in the interest of

reliability and Lo many instances Ijost the "what" of the verbal be-

havior in order to quantify the "how' of nich behavior. Uhile yielding

interesting and valuable iofoziBation, this approach yields little

that is specific to the problems of psychotherapy. The contrasting

approach evidenced in the cited research auphasiaes the content of

the verbal material, but often does this at the esqiense of reliability

of coding. This is especially true lAen the researchers have a theo-

retical bias so as to sensitise them to particular aspects of the ver-

bal behavior at the e3q>ense of other aspects. Thus, idiile a content

approach as used in ttf cited studies is meaningful for p^chotherapy,

there ronaizis rooia for a more quantifiable measure of content in
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interviewer research. It ia the pijjpose of this atud(y to attaopt

to fojinulate such a measuring instrument.



QiAPTER n

PROCEDURE

The telection of th« dependent vax*iable becoaes cruolal

idien one is atteoptin^ to quantify verbal behavior. As noted abovs,

there have been many atteo^ts in the literatvire to create reliable

and valid coding schemes for such a quantification, lliis experimenter

felt, however, that a greater degree of objectivity in the scoring

technique than is available in ntost of the mentioned ^rstesis wottld be

of considerable value to such research as vaa attempted here. The

first step in creating such a system is ^he detemdnation of the coding

unit. After attempts to use a number of different imits it was iound

that the sin^e sentence offered a useful and reliable unit. The

following rules were created for defining the unit as it is used in

this stud^;

1. A simple sentence was to be treated as a single miit.

2. A con^und s«nLcnce v/as to be broken down into its wfi n
clauses and each main clause was to be treated as a unit.

3. A compleoc sentence was to be treated like a siji^e
sentence and thus was to be treated :s one unit.

4. A compo\indf-COTiplex sentence was to be broken down into
its main clauses and each main clause be considered one unit.

^. Interz^gative and is^erative sentences wez>e not to be
considered as units.

-21-
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In our atteasipt to deteznii ^ what viottid be the laost valuable

and yet reliable dloensione for coding the units the question was

asked as to tdiat verbal behavior the psychotherapist most values in

the therapy situation. It was felt that therapists are usually in-

terested in two aspects of the patient's verbaliaations . The first of

these may be designated as ' self<-descriptiv3'', iMch has alrsady re-

ceived some attention in the studies of Lorenz and Cobb (1952, 1953#

1954) and RaijQr (194B). It is usually corisidered to be therapeutically

beneficial for a patient to be talking about himself, rather than of

other people or generalized concepts. Second, when talking of himself,

it is again thought to be most conducive to progress of the therapy

situation if these self-referring statements reveal feelings or inteznal

states, rather than reporting fact or description.

We thus arrived at the categorization of verbal behavior into

three codable categories: (a) self-descriptive, (b) other-referring,

and (c) self-evaluative behavior, liie term evaluative used here is

to be contrasted with descriptive. An evaluative statement is one

>4iich the listener cannot enipirloally verify. In fact, the usual mean-

ing of truth or falsity cannot be ascribed to such a statement. It ex-

presses an internal state such as feeling, attitude, or judgement. A

descriptive statement is empirically veidifiablo. The listener can de-

termine truth or falsity by examination of the world. Thus, if a

person says, "I am ugly" this would be considered an evaluative state-

ment as it is based on a personal standard (of beauty). The statement,

"I am six feet ta3J." however, is a descriptive statement. It depends

upon other than an individualistic standard and the truth of the state-

ment may be determined by simply measviring the person.
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Again a aet of coding rules waa eatabliahed ao aa to

atandarclize and objectify the coding procedure. Theae rulea were

as follows:

1. If the verbal unit yields infonaatioa about the speaker

,

and if it appeared to be the intention of the speaker to yield such
information about hijnself, the xmit was tc be coded as sell'-descriptive.

2. If the verbal unit yields infonaation about someone or
something other than the cpeaker, or if the unit yields information
about the speaker only by coder inference, that unit was to be codsd
as other-referring.

3. If the verbal unit met the criteria for the self-de-
scriptive category and in addition was evaluative in nature rather
than descriptive, it was to be treated as self-evaluation and not at
self-descriptlon

.

4. If the verbal unit referred to someone else's evaluaticm,
e.g., "He felt happy.'', it was to be considered as an other-referring
unit.

In essence^ there were two main dimensions, self-referring

and other-referring, with the self-refe:-ring dimaision further broken

dotm into the two categories of evaluative and descriptive. A soms-

^at more detailed description of ths coding process stay be seen in

Appendix A.

Subjects

Forty-five male University of Florida students in an intro-

ductory psychology co\u>se were used as subjects in this eoqperiment*

They were all volunteers under a system where the students in the

coiurse were required to participate ±ii at least two easperlmenta during

the term. Thus, vddle volxinteers, they covild not be considered to be

positively motivated towards participation in the experiment.
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Apparatus

A tape recorder was used to record all of the subject's

coraments. This was i laced so as not to be in the subject's direct

line o£ vision viiile sitting in his chair, but there was no effort

rja.de to conceal the machine and the raicroidione was in plain view cm

top of the desk.

victhod

Three interview methods were used and each subject was

randonOy assigned to one of the three method groups. All subjects

were seen individually by the sane interviewer. The relationship

of this interviewer to the Psychology Department of the tmivorsity,

as well as other personal data, was not disclosed to th3 subject

other than to the extent described below in the statement read to

the subject on the nature and purpose of the experiment. The three

interview conditions reflect three degrees of physical presence of

the interviewer.

Ilaximum physical presence

The subjects in this group, after being seated in the

interview room and the tape recorder turned on, were given the

following instructions:

We are asking the subjects in different parts of the study
to do different things. We are interested in studying
various factors ;^iich affect the process of psychotherapy,
and i:a one group, the group you are in, we want to study
the effects of having you talk to a therapist who remains
silent. So that, as the therapist in this situation, I
will be listening carefully to what you have to say, but
will respond by non-verbal means only. In other words, I
will indicate that I understand what you are saying by
nodding my head, but I will not be - jle to say anything
out loud.
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we would like for ycu to imagine that you are a client
in p^ehotherapj. lliis naj sean a Uttlo strange, but
try to talk about the things that you would expect to
in a regular therapgr oesslon. People ordinarily talk
about pas^< and present events in their lives, the im-
portant people in their lives, and nhat sorts of feel.*

ings these events or people aroused vdthin themsslves,
that is, their personal ctaotional reaction to the
people and occurrences. But in general, fovsl free to
talk about whatever comes to mind. There may be tinea
when imthong comes to nind, and that's CHL too. You can
Just wait until something does, and then talk about that.
In general, though, trj to keep talking as much as you
can.

Do you have any questions?

IUhe subject was seated in the conoon interview position in relation

to the interviewer, so that by turning approodmately forty-five

degree* he woxold be directly facing the Interviewer, drinf^ the

twelve ndnute period that was devoted to the subject's responding

the experimenter was pemitted no verbalizations. He dlU nod his

head occasionally, but care was taken that no pattern was set up by

the noddings as to reinforce certain response tyfes and discourage

others. Rather, the purpose of the nodding v;as solely to indicate

to the subject that the interviewer was listening and attentive.

Intemediate physical presence

The interviewer, with this group, sat behind the subject

and off to one side so that by tixming approximately forty-five de-

grees the interviewer would be looking directly at the subject ?s

back. This position was assumed only after the instructions were

given. The instructions to this group of subjects were the same as

those given to the m^'dinum physical presence group with the sub-

stitution of the following first paragraph:
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We are asking the siibjects in different parts of the
study to do different things. We are interested in

stu<^yiiig various factors vhich affect the process of
psychotherapy, and in one group, the group you are in,

we want to study th« effects of having you talk to a
therapist vtio cannot be readily seesn. So that, as the

therapist in this situation, I will b© seated behind
you and will be listoiing carefully to what, you have
to say, but I will not respond verbaUy.

Again, the interviewer was pezmitted no verbalizations during the

period whi3.e the subject was responding.

^iiniatUIn physical presence

As e^qslained in this group's instructions, the interviewer

left the room iiaiaediately after the orientation of the subject and

did not return vintil after twelve ininutes had elapsed. he members

of this group received the standard instructions with the substitu-

tion of the following first paragraph:

We are asking the subjects in different parts of the
study to do different things. We are interested in
studying various factors idiich affect the process of
psychotherapy, .nd in one group, the gi-oup you are in, we
want to study the effects of not having a therapist in
the room with you. So that as the therapist in this situ-
ation, I will leave the room and return after a period of
tiise.

At the end of the twelve minute period the eosperimenter returned to

the room. There was no attempt on the part of the experimenter to

overhear the subject while the subject was alone in the room.

Coder reliability

In order to evaluate intercodor reliability independent

codings of ten of the experimental interviews were obtained frcm

two coders. Thus, for each coder there resulted ten sets of scores.
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these seta composed of the number of self-evaluative, mnnber of

self-referring, and number of other-referring items for the ten

subjects coded. These frequency scores were then converted into

percentage scores so that the resulting correlation consisted

essentially' of percentage of subject A's responses being self-

referring %dien coded by one coder as cco^ared to the same subject's

percentage of self-referring responses as coded by the other coder*

When a Pearson Froduct-i^Iaaent correlation was performed on this

converted data, using all of each coder's percentages for the ten

STibjects (thus yielding an N of thirty pairs of codings) a .96

correlation was obtained. Ulien those coder pairings were analysed

by response (self-referring percentages coded by one coder as com-

pared with self-referring percentages coded by the other, etc.)

with a res\ilting N of ten pairings for each type of response, correlap-

tions ranging from .93 to .96 were obtained. Correlation was used

instead of percentage agreement because the later would have been

less useful for ccoaparison with other studies. Correlation figvirwi

are available for most other coding schemes idiils percentage agree-

ment between coders has rarely been reported. A correlation on an

ioC3m by item bsisis for fcnxr subjects was also ione with independent

codings by these sotie two coders. In this ijistance, the coders scored

item by item and the resulting correlations wore measures of how well

the two coders agreed on how each item should be scored. Ihe resulting

N's for these correlations were thus the total number of codable units

for each of the four subjects. These correlations ranged from .8? to .94.

For the final coding of the taped interviews, the coder
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listened to the tapes and recorded the responses for each of the

three re8p<m8e categories for each subject. A profile was thus

attained for each subject in tenns of the frequency in each re-

sponse class for that individual. As an operational note, it was

found that for nonnal speech rates the coder was able to code with

few pauses to catch up. Thus, it was possible to code a twelve

minute interview in fifteen to twenty minutes.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The distribution of th« codable units attalnsd trcaa. the

forty-five svib^ects as distributed aaong their groups may be seen

in Fig. 1. In ozxler to perform an analysis of variance the raw

frequency data was adjvisted for individual diffeirences in verbal
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Fig. 1. Frequency of verbal response category by group.
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output by converting into proportions. This was dene in th« ssbm

manner as expected frequency it computed in a contingency table.

The percentage of the total group responses of the particular sub-

ject was obtained and this fugure was then multiplied hy the total

number of responses for the group in a par-uj-cular response categoiy

to obtain the adjusted cell entry for that individurJ. in that re-

sponse category. As a concrete example, if a subject in the maxi-

mum ijhysical presence group gave a total of ei^ty codable responses,

the subjects of his group gave a total of one thousand codable re-

sponses and five hundred of these were self-descriptive, the indi-

vidual adjusted cell «itry for this subject for self-descriptive

responses would be(M^^500 - 62.50. The raw frequency data

and adjusted scores may be seen in Appwidix B.

The resulting anal^jms of variance on these converted data

may be seen in Table 1. The source of response refers to the Uiree

possible response categories: (a) self-descriptive, (b) self-

evaluative, and (c) other-referring. The group variable refers to

the experimental groups assigned to the subjects, loaximum physical

presence, intermediate physical presence, and minimum physical

presence, llie performed anaOysis of variance was of the McNemar,

Case XVII type (KcNemar, 1955, p. 332).

The data were subjected to a series of F-tests to examine

the variance of subjects within groups and also to study subject by

group interaction within groups for each of the three groups. The

ratios proved non-significant at the .05 level of confidence j hence

the assumption of homogeniety of the variances was confiraed and the

legitimacy of the statistical operation involved in an analysis of

variance of this type was demonstrated.
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group had a aignlficantljr greater number of oociable reaponses, that

is apoke more, than the intermediate presence group (p<.02) but

not than the minimum presence group (p>.10). There was no significant

difference (p>.10) between the intermediate and minimum groups on

number of codable responses.

The interaction between group and response, found to be

significant at the .001 level, indicated that group membership did

influence the type of response made. Again a sezdes of t-tests was

performed (see Appendix C) to find the locus of the difference.

No significant differences were found between the wiaTrf»mim and inter-

mediate presence groups in the frequency of sel^-descriptive responses

(p>.10), tdiile significant differences were found in the frequency of

self-evaluative responses (p<.02, intermediate<majcijiium) and in the

frequency of other-referring responses (p<.001, intermediate<ma3cimum}

.

Thus, it was found that the maximum physical presence group was more

r«»8pon8ive, that is talked more, in two of the three response categories

than did the Intermediate physical presence group. VOien comparing the

maximum to minimum presence groups it was found that there was a sig-

nificant difference between these two groups in the frequency of

other-referring responses (p<.01, minimum^naximum ) , l^ere were pot

significant differences between the masdaium and T"'^wipT>ina groups in

either the frequency of 6e..r-de8cid.ptive or self-evaluative responses.

In the comparison of the iivtenoediate with the minimum presence groups

only the frequency of self-evalxiative responses was found to be

significaatOy different. This was significant at vhe .02 level of

coniidence with the minimum presence group yielding moz>e self-

evaluative responses than had the intermediate presence group.
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DiscuBslon

There were two Iqrpotheses to be tasted in this study.

The first of these was the prediction that the greater the degree

of physical presence of an intervievrer, greater the responsiveness

of the subjects. Thus, it was predicted that the maximum presence

group, where the interviewer and subject were in a face to face

relationship, w>uld provide the greatest nujnber of codable responses,

and that the intermediate and miniiztum presence groups would have pro*

gressively fewer codable responses respectively. That there was a

significant difference in responsivity between the three groups was

deaaonstrated in the analysis of variance. There was found that the

difference between the groups was significant at the .01 level of

confidence. The ordering of these differences, however, was not

as had been predicted. The maxiisiua presence group did, as predicted^

yield a significantly greater amount of responses than the intermediate

participation group. The differences in verbal output between the

Intermediate and ndninuin presence groups, and the maximum and nininom

presence groups were non-significant. This would suggest that face

to face, maxlTmim presence facilitated verbal responsiveness, vdiile

the absence of the stijirulation accruing to the face to face situaticm

inhibits or does not elicit responsiveness. There was some subjective,

OS well as the above quantitative, data available to this ejqjerimenter

which tended to support this hypothesis. A number of subjects in the

intermediate and minitmim presence groups, vdiile in the experimental pro-

cess, coramented that the situatiwi was like talking to oneself. 'Oiey

also reported feeling very unctxnfoirtablQ in the situation, mores© than

was reported by members of the maxiwurn presence group. Several subjects

reported that the discomfort they eaqperienced had disrupted their
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appear to experience the disruptive effects in the intermediate and

minimum conditions. This would be in accord with Taylor and Spenos's

(1952) findings in the effect of anxiety on performance. Some people

function more efficiently under anxiety arousing ccaiditions v*iile

others experience performance decrement under similar conditions.

Iliere was no atteaopt in this present study to correlate personality

variables with responsiveness under the experimental conditions,

hoi#8Ter, so examination of thlr. factor Riaat depend upon futinre re-

search.

In ordering the total responses for each of the three

groups it was found that the resulting order was maximum, ^ ^iiisum,

end intermediate. VMle the difference between the intermediate and

minimum groups did not reach statistical significance as noted above,

the difference was of a zoagnitude to suggest that with a larger

sample, the minimiin presence group might prove signifieant3y more

responsive than the intermediate participation group. The results

of the present study were, thus, in disagreement with Colby's (I960)

findings. (Jualifying the discrepency of results by the fact that

the present stuc^ was in no way a replication of Colby's research,

still there were important differences. Colby found the non-

observable, present, silent observer to facilitate the flow of infor-

mation froa the subject, while the present study found no significant

difference between the intermediate and minimum groups on the amount

of verbal behavior yielded. There were major motivational as well as

experi2i»nt«l differences between these two studies iduch mi^t account
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for the QjiTerent findings. Colby's subjects vere paid five dollars

per session for serving as subjects. He used only eleven subjects

idiicb could also have had a biasing effect, and all of these eleven

subjects ifere in the medical profession. It is interesting to note

that Colby's subjects subjectively reporter the experience more in

line with Uie present results than with Colby's. In guessing idiat

the experiment was attempting to study they concluded that it was

studying the inhibitory effects of the silent observer* This would

be in keeping with the present findings of lowered productivity under

the interuediate presence condition.

The second hypothesis testi^d in this ^tudy was that the

differing interview conditions would yield a difference in quality,

as well as quantit^y of verbal material. It was predicted that the

greater the de^^ree of physical presence of the interviewer, the

greater the proportion of self-descriptive behavior, the greater the

proportion of self-evaluative behavior, and the lesser the proportion

of other-referring behavior would occur. 'Xliere did occur a significant

difference between the use of the different forms of response across

subjects as well s a significant interaction effect. Membership in

a particular eiqperimental group did affect mode of response. Meiaber—

ship in one of the three groups thus affects both quantity and quality

of response. This finding .lould be contraiy to those of Hetzner and

ann (1952). One would exi ect, from their findings, that the mi n\mm

presence gr up wooild yield the greatest nvanber of self-desciiptive

and self-evaluative responses, but this was not the case. The max-

imuci presence group was equally productive as the minimum group

in its yielding of self-descriptive responses tdiile no significant
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difference was fomd between the tnari,inuiii and mA.niimnn pres&xice groups

in frequency of self-evaluative responses.

Martin^ Lundsr* and Levin (I960) did show a discrepancy be-

tween Uieir nonverbal (our majdiman presence) grovp and their tape

(our T^rtirlTtnitti presence) groi^ on meaning unit rate, llieir xaeaning

unit rating was designed to assess the revelation of affect laden

zoaterial, a iinit someidiat similar to the present study's self-evalu

ative category. One would thus e3q}ect to find a similar relationship

in this 8tu(^. This is not the case, however, as the t-test showed

that there was not a significant difference between these two groups

on this type of verbal behavior. Martin et al. (I960) however, did

not report on the statistical significance of the discrepencies thiqr

found. If it was the case that ^eir discrepencies did not reach a

statistical level of significance, then the results of that stuc^y^ and

of the pres^it one are in accord. Ihe Martin et al. stuc^ did not

report findings on aisount of verbal material obtained under the

differing conditions as th^ measxired in time vinits. Ihis precluded

comparison between the present stu^y and that one on this dimension.

In stDumarizing the results, it was found that the mascjiium

presence group was more responsive and that th^ talked more about

themselves and about others than either of the other tuo groups. The

minimum and intenuediate groups were alike except in their talking

about self-evaluations. The minlnrnm group spoke significantly more

of self-evaluations than did the intermediate grovip. Thus, it was

found that in regard to self-evaluative behavior, those svibjects idio

were face to face vith the interviewer behaved like those for uhcm
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the interviswer was not {jbysically present ^ nidJLe under the condition

idaere the interviewer w&s physically present but not observable there

were BigniTicsntly fewer evaltiative statements made by the subjects.

This would surest that a psychoanalytic orientation in idxicli the

patient cannot see the analyst is the least likely of the three con-

ditions used here to produce self-evaluative behavior.

The question of generallsability of the data obtained in this

present study is an important one. as in most studies o^ this nature,

the imposed conditions make it difficult to use a true patient popula-

tion. In addition, the instructions to the subjects which constituted

an atten^t to produce a role playing situation where the subject would

act as if he wesre a patient in psychotherapy has obvious shortcomings.

^he motivation for disclosing personal, perhaps sensitive, emotional

content was lacking. There was no conndtment on the part of l le

subject to a theri^py relationship nor, in most cases, did the subject

see any need for one. Furtheznore, being an ajqperiment, the subject

could easily, in spite of assiurance to the contrary, doubt the con-

fidentiality of his renoarks. We wovuLd also necessarily have to

question how closely the college student population, or even more

specifically, the male college student population at the University

of Florida, would resemble a patient population. Another factor vftiich

con^xinded the motivation problem was that the subjects were, in a

sense, compulsory volunteers. There thus resxilts the possibility of

strong negative motivation towards ftill cooperation, as a passive

resistance to the covrom requirement. As one subject clearly stated,

'I wwider v*iat you'd do if I didn't sa^ anything?"
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Another hinderance to generaliBabil:„ty wotild be the natur«

of the situation, itself . The testing sit\iation most rasembles the

intake interview and as such nould say little about the course of

psychotherajgr as a whole. IMs would be offset by the fact that the

intake often sets the tenor of th» later therapy sessions.

In short, care must be taken in generalising the results

b^ond the situation as presented in the e^qperiment itself. This

was not a unique faiLLt in design, however. It is extramely difficult

to use a patient population seeking thera^^ in an experiment >iMch

affords less than optimum opportunity to the patient for relief of

his distress, sc i>hat we are forced by circumstance to approxiinate

such a patient population as closely as possible.

The intention of the present study was not so much to shed

light onto a great truth of psychotherapy as it was to serve as a

prototype for future research. To this extent it achieved its purpose

as a host of future studies were indicated. It would be of value to

study, as did Martin, Lundy, and Lewin (I960), the longitudinal ef-

fects of therapist interaction on self-evaluative behavior. Jiy this

means it would be possible to ascertain how the initial catperience

influences later experience. Thus, in the ejqjeriment envisioned here,

the eQq>erimenter variable wovild not recoain constant for the subject.

Hie initial interview mii^ht occvur under one condition while all sub-

sequent interviews be under still another condition. Therapist per-

sonality factors would also be of interest in such a paradigtu. As has

been noted in the introductory section of this research, a relationship

betwe^i therapist personality and therapeutic success has been fotrnd

in a number of studies, llie unanswered question remains, however, as
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to how the differences in therapist personality relate to differ-

ences in patient behavior in the therapy hour. In partictilar, how

do various therapist personality factors affect the rate of self-

evaluative behavior elicited from the patient? A corollary question

to be answered by further ros-^areh would be the correlation betwem

self-evaluative patient responses and Judged therapeutic success.

It is indeed possible that talking about one's feelings or thoughts

has no relation at ^n to regcoission of s^m^^toos and return to social

productivity. These are Just a few of the many research ideas that

were engendered Yjy the present research. The shibboleth "further

research is indicated" would certainly be warranted here where so

little has been done and so much needs be done.

It is yet pronature to make a final Judgement on the value

of the dependent variable used here. It was found to discriminate

between groups and this would suggest that it was sensitive enough

to pick up behavior differences produced by experimental conditions.

Coder reliability was high and the coding technique was not difficult

to learn. It would be of value to code interviews with this technique

and with a host of others to get some validity estimates. This would,

however, only be suggestive of the validity of the measure as it is

difficult to assess, except through the use of factor anclysis, i&at

dimensions are being uncovered by the instrument. This experimantsr

feels that such future research would be well warranted in light of

the great need of a reliable, easily codable measure of approach to

affective material in psychotherapy, and by the siiggestion that such

an approach was to seme extent achieved in this study.



CHAPTEB IV

SUMHABT AND CORCWSlOfiS

Three degrees of Interviewer's phsrsical presence were

studied as to t^elr effects upon the subjects' verbal behavior.

In the maximuBi {dqrsical presence situation the interviewer sat

face to face with the subject. The intermediate physical presence

c<»iditi<m differed £Tam. the maxiaami situation in that the inter-

vie%rer was seated behind t^e subject and then could not be readily

seen. The third condition, that of miniimnn physical presence, was

one in lAiich the interviewer left the room and the subject spoke to

a tape recorder. In all of these interviewer conditions the inter-

viewer was pemitted no verbal cooeients beyond the initial reading

of instructions.

The subjects' verbal behavior was evaluated in three

categories. The first of these was a self-referring category iMeh

consisted of a frequency count of the xamibw of times the subject

spoke of himself in a descriptive manner, that is, told facts about

himself «iat were theoretically subject to empirical verificatiwi.

The second category of the subjects' verbal behavior scored was that

of other-referring b^iavior. This c<Misisted of a frequency count of

the number of statements about scHneone other than the subject. TUxe
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third catagpry vae that of self-evaluative statement«. A self-

evaluative stater.ent was any statanient made by the subject about

himself that was based on an internalized reference, that is, i«e8

not subject to eanpirical verification. In this category *iere in-

cluded the subjects' feelings, thou^^te, b.jitvides, opinions, and

judgements

.

Forty-five male undergraduate students enrolled in an

introductory psychology course sejrved as subjects. They were

randomly divided into three groups of fifteen subjects each, and

assigned to one of the three treatment groups. The instructions

to the subjects were such as to encourage them ^o play the role of

a client in psychotherapy* All of the interviews were recorded on

tape for later coding.

After the data were adjusted to account for differences

between subjects in gross amount of talking an analysis; of variance

Mi-M performed. It was found that there was a significant difference

between ^he maarinnam and intermediate physical presence groups in

aaaount of verbal behavior elicited, with the maximum group yielding

more verbal beha^J^or than the intermediate group. There were no

significant differences between the maxinnam and minimum groups on

QBiDunt spoken. A significant interaction between \.he grcup to

idiioh the subject was assi ned and the response category profile

^'.ed us to examine the effect of group membership on the use of the

three diffe ont response categories. It was found, again using

the data adjusted for individual differences in -Tnount spoken,

thau the Ti>ftvi,nn»p» presence groxip spoke significantly more than the
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inteimedi.ate presence group in the self-evaluative and other-

referring categories, but not in the self-descriptive category. In

the coD^arison betifeen the niaximum and minimum presence groups the

onijr category that was found to yield significant differences was

in the use of other-refejrring responses. ..^i the ccsnparison of the

inteimediate >dth the miniinuin presence gxx»ups only the frequency

of self-evaluative responses was found to be significantly differ-

ent. This would suggest that the p^choanalytic positioning, lAere

the therapist is seated behind the patient, initially yields the

least anwunt of subjective material of the three situations examined

here.

The results of this study suggested a number o/ research

ideas vMch would further test the utility of the particiOar be-

havioral measures used here. The ability to generaliase the findings

of the present stxidy is also limited until future verification can

bj attained.
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APFGNDIGES



KPiWDU. A

CODING OF SUBJECT'S VMBAL BEHAVIOR

The following steps were used for the coding scheme.

They were derived, prior to the coding of the e3q;>erii&«ntal data,

from a pilot stiid^ of five subjects.

1. A siaiple soitence was coded as a single xmit. As an

sxaB^e; "John went to town." would be considered as one codable unit,

2. A cooqpound sentence was broken down into its major

clauses and each major clause counted as one unit, ^lus the sentence,

"John went to town and bou^t a book.** was coded as, "John went to

town." and "John bou^t a book."

3* A ooiqxlex sentence was coded as a single unit. The

sent«ice, "John went to town i^enever he needed a book." was treated

as one unit.

4. A coapound-ccaaplex sentence was broken down into its

major clauses and each clause coded as a single unit. The sentence,

"Whenever John needed a book he went downtown and bought one." was

coded as, "Uhenever John needed a book he went downtown." and "He

bou^t one."

5* Interrogative sentences were not coded.

6. Imperative sentences were not coded.

7* A codable unit that referred to the speaker but was

descriptive in nature was coded as self<-descriptive. The sentences,

"I am six feet tall." and "I went to the store yesterday." would

both be examples of sentences included in the category.
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8. A eodable unit that refexred to the speaker, but tras

as well evaluative in nature was coded as self-evaluative. "I em

happor." and "I think I'm anart." and "I believe in Qod." are all

exBD^es of this category.

9. A eodable unit that referred to sosaeone other than

the speaker was coded as other-referring. "VSy mother is fifty-five

years old." "He left the house." and "John was sick." are sertances

that would be coded in this category.

10. A eodable tirdt that referred to someone other than

the speaker while still using evaluative tezias, was coded as

other-referring. An exanqple of this would be, 'They believed it."

11. If a eodable unit referred to both the speaker and

someone else it was coded twice, one time for the speaker (either

self-descriptive or self-evaluative) and one coding of other-

referring. An exas^e of this situation would be, "We like baseball.**

This sentence would be coded as one self-evaluative response and

one other-referring response.

12. If a eodable tmit's subject is a generalised other,

including supposedly the speaker, it was coded as other-referring.

An exao^ile of this would be, "fivexyone likes iee cream."

13* If a eodable unit referred to someone other than the

spe.'ker, buo constituted the speaker's evaluation of tl.at other

person, it was coded as self-evalxxative . "He is horrid." is an

exaanple of thds sitiiation.
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FREQUENCT DATA FOR SUBJECTS IN THE
BITEB^IEDIATE PHYSICAL PRIi^ii^iCE CSiOUP
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Self non-evalvi&tive }elT-evaluative Qther-rel'erriim Total

Raw Adjuated Rav Adjuatad Raw AdjuaT.ed

18
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APPENDIX B

FREQUEKCT DATA FOR SUBJECTS IK TOE
NUilMUM HilSICAL FR£S£1ICE; (SiCXJP

Self non-'eYaluative Self»«Yal\iative

Rav A<i.1u«ted

433 432.98

Raw A(i.1u8ted

457 457.00

Othw-'r«ferring Total

Raw Adjusted

40



APPENDIX C

t-TESTS CK ADJUSTED DATA

Comparison of meudBujci and intmaediate foroupa .

1. Frequency of aelf-descriptive responses.

? -39.00 -lntem/"-2 -^
"^tF.1.7207 cl.f.=28 p>.10

2. Frequen(7 of salf-eTsliiatiya responsea.

t =30.40 2^ ^ -19.47
Max Intern-

t=2.4792 d.f .=28 p< .02

3. Frequency of other-referring responses.

^Ht.il^lk d.f.=28 p<.001

4. Frequonuy of all categories of responses coiobinod.

t^2.6l97 d.f.«=«8 p<.02

Conparisons af liaximm and ..±011^'- a ^groups .

1. Frequency oi self-descriptive responses.

2^.-39.00 ^.=28.37

t^l.9675 d.f.=2S p>.lC

2. Frequency of self-evaluative respoioses.

t<1.0000 d.f.=<28 p>.10
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3. Frequency of other-referring responses.

X =30.33 X =18.07
Max. Min.

t=3.2657 d.f.=28 p<.01

4. Frequency of all categories of responses combined.

t=1.667S d.f.=2e p>.10

Comparison of intermediate and Bdnimum /syoups.

1. Frequency of self-descriptiye responses.

X «28.60 X «=28.87
Interm. Ihxi.

t<:1.000 d.f.=28 p>.10

2. Frequency of self-evaluative responses.

^Intenn.=19.47 ^."^-^"^

t^.5239 d.f.»=26 p<.02

3. Frequency of other-referring responses.

1 ^ =14.20 X =18.07
Interm. iJ^in.

t^l.3452 d.f.=28 p>.10

4. Frequency of all categories of responses combined.

t^l.2112 d.f.=28 p>.10
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